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About Jim Carroll
Jim Carroll is one of the world’s leading futurist, trends and innovation experts, with a massive global blue chip client list. Over the last 25 years, Jim has
shared his insight with more than 2 million people in attendance at his events.
Jim’s global client list gives him a front row seat to the high velocity change that is occurring as disruption comes to take hold of every industry and
every organization. With that insight, and the customized research that he undertakes for every engagement, he helps to transform growth-oriented
organizations into high-velocity innovation heroes! Jim provides high energy keynotes for audiences of 5,000, or intimate, detailed customized strategic
planning sessions for CEO / board / senior management meetings. He has researched key innovation success factors for dozens of associations,
professions, companies, individuals, and industries including life sciences, health care, insurance, automotive, manufacturing, agriculture, technology,
education, government, consumer products, retail, banking and countless others.
He is recognized worldwide as a “thought leader” and authority on: global trends; rapid business model change; business model disruption in a period of
economic uncertainty; and the necessity for fast paced innovation. He is an authority recognized for his deep insight into the cutting edge trends of our
time, including autonomous vehicle technology,, 3D printing, virtual reality, alternative energy generation and storage technologies, genomic medicine
and healthcare virtualization, advanced robotics and artificial intelligence, blockchain and virtual cash, machine learning and robotics, crowd-thinking and
next generation R&D. Jim’s global client list is extensive and covers virtually every industry sector, including with NASA and the PGA of America; the
Walt Disney Organization, the World Government Summit in Dubai, the Swiss Innovation Forum, the Wall Street Journal, National Australia Bank,
WorldSkills, Microsoft, Johnson & Johnson, DuPont. The GAP. the US Air Force Research Laboratory, Godiva, SAP, Pfizer, Mercedes Benz, International
Roads Union & hundreds more. Jim’s insight has been covered in the UK Telegraph, Dubai’s Capital Magazine and South Africa’s The Star, and AP News,
among hundreds more. BusinessWeek named Carroll as one of four leading sources for insight on innovation and creativity. He was also a featured
expert on the prime time CNBC series, The Business of Innovation.
Jim Carroll is an author, with books including Surviving the Information Age, The Future Belongs To Those Who Are Fast, Ready, Set, Done: How to
Innovate When Faster is the New Fast and What I Learned From Frogs in Texas: Saving Your Skin with Forward Thinking Innovation.
Jim has an experienced track record on stage, having shared his insight with over 2 million people in 1,500 presentations worldwide over a 25 year time
span.
Select Keynotes
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Accelerating Creativity: How to Rethink, Redo, Realign and Rethink your Future!
We will see more change in every industry in the next 10 years than we have seen in the last 100 as transformation and disruption sweeps the
world.
Every company is faced with the rapid emergence of new competitors, significant new business models, more challenging consumers, the
acceleration of science a race to the pricing bottom, and a transition to the speed of innovation that will define their future. How do you get
ahead? By turning on your innovation engine, firing your creativity thrusters, and strapping in for a rocket ride into your faster future.
In this keynote, futurist and innovation expert Jim Carroll shares the insight that he has gained by spending the last 25 years with a relentless
focus on what turns organizations into high-velocity innovation heroes. None other than NASA has invited Jim in – twice – to share his insight on
innovation strategies.
Innovative organization accelerate their creativity by turning their innovation engines upside down, focusing on customer oriented innovation and
other unique models. They excel at sourcing ideas from the outside, turning that unique insight into fuel for their internal innovation factories.
They challenge themselves on speed by getting into an iterative process of constantly rethinking, adjusting and redoing in order to discover the
next best thing. They challenge themselves on business cycles, time to market and more.
In accelerated organizations, partnership is a key focus, collaboration is critical, agility is oxygen and imagination is relentless.
Launch yourself into the faster future with this unique, high energy keynote for global futurist, trends & innovation expert
The Lessons of Powerful Optimism: Rethinking the Future Right Now
We have seen more change in the last 5 years than we have seen in the last 100 – and yet there is so much more to come. But with economic,
political, career and business model volatility all around us, it’s all too easy to fall prey to a swirl of negative thinking — with the result that you
lose sight of the fascinating opportunities from what comes next.
The best antidote? An uplifting, hopeful and motivational view into the future with futurist Jim Carroll. In this engaging, humorous and yet
powerfully refreshing keynote, he takes you on a tour of the trends which are reshaping our world in a great way. A renaissance in thinking and
imagination, enabled by 3D printing, advanced robotics and self-driving cars, space tourism, and concepts involving asteroid mining, vertical
farming, and other fascinating trends. An era that provides opportunities for the transformation of entire industries such as healthcare, retail,
agriculture, sports and transportation through big bold thinking. The acceleration of ideas with scientific advancements that are allowing us to
solve some of the biggest challenges of our time having to do with education, the environment, energy and water. A generation of millennials
who know that it is a great time to think big ideas and do great things with their boundless enthusiasm and global awareness!
It’s time to turn your mind to the future once again, restore a sense of hope and optimism, and link yourself to the fast paced trends which
energize your outlook on opportunity!
In this keynote, Jim takes you on a voyage to the future, and promises to leave you with a boundless sense of optimism and passion for what
comes next!
Think Big, Start Small, Scale Fast: Aligning Yourself for the Era of Acceleration
We live in a time of massive challenge, and yet one of massive opportunity. We’re faced with deep and complex issues involving the
environment, health care, water and food. At the same time, every industry is faced with upheaval and disruption. In this context, every industry is
being redefined at blinding speed by technology, globalization, the rapid emergence of new competitors, new forms of collaborative global R&D,
and countless other challenges! The speed with which these changes occur are now being increasingly driven by the arrival of a younger, more
entrepreneurial generation; a group that seems determined to change the world to reflect their ideas and concept of opportunity. They’ve grown
up networked, wired, and are collaborative in ways that no previous generation seems to be.
And therein lies the challenge.
Most organizations are bound up in tradition, process, certain defined ways of doing things — rules — that have helped them succeed in the past.
Over time, they have developed a corporate culture which might have worked at the slower paced world of the past — but now has them on the
sick-bed, suffering from an organizational sclerosis that clogs up their ability to try to do anything new. Those very things which worked for them
in the past might be the anchors that could now hold them back as the future rushes at them with ever increasing speed. They are being
challenged in a fundamental way by those who think big, and by some really big, transformative trends.
How to cope with accelerating change? In this keynote, Jim outlines his simple but transformative structure : Think big, start small and scale
fast! The new model for going forward in the era of accelerating change involves aligning yourself to the big opportunities of today through bold,
transformative thinking; the small scale steps that you can take today to align yourself to this future, and focusing on a culture of speed and
agility that can help you to get there at the right time!
In this riveting keynote, Jim Carroll covers the major trends and opportunities that come from “thinking big, starting small, and scaling fast,” by
addressing some of the fundamental changes that are underway. It’s based on his forthcoming book of the same name.
Select Book Titles
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2 0 1 8: Think Big Start Small Scale Fast!
2 0 1 2: The Future Belongs to Those Who are Fast: The Best of the Insight
2 0 0 7: Ready, Set, Done: How to Innovate When Faster is the New Fast
2 0 0 4: What I Learned From Frogs in Texas: Saving Your Skin with Forward Thinking Innovation
Select Articles
19 TRENDS FOR 2019: #16 INNOVATING IN THE FACE OF RELENTLESS VOLATILITY
Jim vividly remembers taking them on a tour of the scientific, technological, disruptive and other trends that would continue to provide massive
opportunity going forward. My message was laser like: “you can choose freeze and stop and let aggressive indecision rule your world, or you can
choose innovate, change and adapt!” History has taught us that those who choose the latter were those who win.
"New Era for Growing the Game" - PGA Magazine
Jim Carroll was the opening speaker for the 94th Annual General Meeting of the PGA of America. The association covered Jim's keynote
thoughts in this article that was sent to over 28,000 golf professionals who are members of the world's largest sporting organization.
Success Comes to Those Who Evolve
Credit Suisse, one of the world's largest financial institutions, features Jim in Bulletin, their glossy publication aimed at global financial and
business clients.
Are You Guilty of Aggressive Indecision?
In this article for the national publication, Fresh, of the Produce Marketing Association, Jim outlines his thoughts for his keynote to over 3,000
members on future food, packaging and agricultural trends.
Bright Days for the Future of Recreation? You Bet, Says Futurist Jim Carroll
The National Recreation and Parks Association had Jim to open their annual conference, with over 4,000 industry and association members in
the room. In this article, he outlines his thoughts on the challenges and opportunities faced by the profession, municipalities and industry.
Select Testimonials
An outstanding presentation for an industry and association that falls on its traditions so often. We learned that our tradition should not be
something that holds us back, but rather the launching pad for innovation for the future. Thanks Jim for your thought provoking presentation!
— 94th PGA of America Annual General Meeting

People were really excited and energetic. I got comments about your presentation and the day as a whole like “home run” and “perfect.” Your
presentation was policy in a thought provoking way - and with the focus on the future and technology, the Denver Chamber of Commerce will
surely see this as a great “jumping off point” to their broader transportation conversation.
— Colorado Transportation Summit

... your talk hit just the right note.....I did have several people ask me if they could get a copy of your presentation as well as many who noted
that the programming was fantastic and gave them a lot to think about.
— Consumer Electronic Association CEO Summit

Jim is one of the best speakers we had. He had excellent information that our attendees could take home and incorporate it into their plans
immediately. He also incorporated our messages into his presentation that helped localize the information for our group. Highly recommended!
— Illinois Bureau of Tourism

” - SAP Healthcare in 2021? What will we be doing in 10 years time? Well, according to Jim Carroll, keynote speaker for the opening session,
definitely not what we're doing today! He presented an invigorating view of what our healthcare systems could be looking like and it's up to us
to decide how we get there. We'll be accepting his challenge to take three scary ideas away and think about how we can make them work,
rather than the reasons why they won't. The poll4 system was fun and it was definitely the first time we'd been asked to turn our phones on
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during a presentation!
— International Society of Medical Publication Professionals

Jim Carroll recently presented at Lockheed Martin’s Executive HR Leadership conference. His content was very provocative, fascinating, and
relevant. I’ve embedded a couple of his nuggets into my operating model
— Lockheed Martin

On behalf of the entire Innovative Technology Partnerships Office, thank you for your engaging and thought-provoking presentation at NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center. From the feedback we have received, the event was a great success. Thank you for sharing your insight and
expertise with us!
— NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

We were extremely pleased with Jim’s presentation….. the content was great and would hopefully prompt people to think about the rapidity of
change going on in our world! You were superb! As we make changes your message could not have come at a better time. This group likes
tradition but unfortunately that often gets in the way of moving forward. Thank you again for reminding us that our greater responsibility is to
the future!
— National Recreation and Parks Association

I have been working with Jim for the past four years, and, without question, he is one of the most dynamic speakers and professional partners
I’ve ever come across. Our audiences (internal and external) love him, and he works wonderfully with our customers. ….I’m willing to bet your
first experience will lead to many, many more, as it has with SAP. I wish you the best with him….book him before someone else does!
— SAP

We thought Jim was amazing - just the positive message we wanted to leave folks with!
— T. Rowe Price

After seeing Jim speak at another conference, I was so motivated by his presentation, I invited Jim to speak at a conference for my
organization. Another home run! Powerful, articulate, thought provoking and energetic! Jim's delivery on the importance of staying abreast of
rapidly changing trends truly can assist in changing the way we do business!
— US Navy, Air Force, Marine Child Youth Program Conference

Many thanks for your presentation, “7 Things You Need to Do Right Now: Aligning the Fast Future to Your Current Strategy” It couldn't have been
more energy filled and dynamic to start the conference out on the right foot. It was exactly what the audience wanted and needed to hear. The
feedback from all attendees was excellent.
— VIBE Conference, Las Vegas

We were extremely pleased with Jim’s presentation... the content was bang-on and would hopefully prompt people to think about the rapidity of
change going on in our world!. Jim’s storytelling approach really helps to get his points across! He did a great job!
— Walt Disney Corporation
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